
Classes of 1972 - 50th Anniversary Reunion 

Here are some details about the reunion. 

Tue 8 Nov – Arrive on the Mornington Peninsula and an evening happy hour at a venue to be 

determined eg, Portsea Hotel or Rye RSL. Rob has advised that some of his class have expressed a 

desire to gather at the Pizza Shop in Sorrento – maybe dinner. 

 

Wed 9 Nov - In the morning, visit OCS. Visit the cadet statue there for reflection. We will attempt to 

have some areas of the old cadet accommodation opened and also a shuttle bus (small payment 

required) for a trip out to the point (no private vehicles are allowed in the Point Nepean/Portsea Vic 

State Park), stopping at key areas of interest. In the evening we’ll meet at the Rye RSL for a simple 

dinner (order your choice and pay on the evening). More details to follow. 

 

Thu 10 Nov – Your choice. Maybe catch up for coffee before departing, or stay longer in the area if 

you wish. 

 

Some may wish to extend either side of the planned events and we’ll leave that up to you. You 

should have sufficient information from the advice above to now allow you to make your desired 

accommodation arrangements.   

 

Rob and I are continuing to liaise to finalise the details for advice to everyone. Rob's database of 

confirmed class contacts has shrunk a bit and he is working on trying to find those who are missing. 

If any of you are able to assist Rob in finding his missing members, it would be appreciated. He is on 

0407 628 058 or yarrumai@bigpond.net.au  My phone number is 0438 433 682. I am still trying to 

get phone/email contact details for Dougall McMillan (in Cambodia I think), Al Piercy (22 Helena St 

Wellington Point Qld 4160) and Al McGregor (last heard of living in Sydney some time ago). 
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